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Abstract
The study concerns the problem of indication of the procedures employed in the machines state genesis
which are the foundation for the compilation of the rules of inference for determination of the reasons behind
the state of machine incapacity.
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1. Problem characteristics
Implementation of the genesis of the vehicles state methods in the exploitation process, what is
the base of automation of state identification process, requires, among others, optimization of the
diagnostic parameters and genesis methods.
The solution to those problems depends on many factors connected with their degree of
dependence on the complexity of the machines, the use of multi-symptom observations, the quality
of the exploitation process and utilization process.
Genesis of vehicles state is the process which should enable the forecast of the machine state in
the past tense based on the incomplete history of the diagnostic tests results. It allows for machine
state estimation or machine breakdown reason finding in examination moment.
The question of the choice, which seems to be especially important in the genesis of the state
process, are:
a) the set of diagnostic parameters dependent on the machine working time, examination
frequency and the average quantity of the optimal set of diagnostic parameters
b) the genesis method dependent on the machine horizon, the minimal number of the time
chain elements necessary for the genesis start-up and the machine working time.
The study of the problems introduced above, the dynamics of their construction, high users
expectations as well as the current legal regulations concerning the users safety and environmental
protection are the sufficient urge to search new diagnosis methods as well as to determine new
measurements and tools to describe the current diagnostic states in their exploitation process. All
of above is presented below, as suitable procedures, algorithms and rules flow of them.
2. Procedure concerning optimization of the set of diagnostic parameters
The set of diagnostic parameters stands out of the set of initial parameters. On the base of the

already conducted tests, the aim of which was to confirm some suggestions included in the
literature concerning diagnostic information reduction in forecasting process, it is assumed that the
following problems need to be taken into account while determination of the set of diagnostic
parameters in the prognosis and genesis of the machine state [1,2,3,4,11]:
a) the ability of machine state modeling during its exploitation,
b) the amount of information concerning machine state,
c) the proper variability of the diagnostic parameters values during machine exploitation.
Thus the proper algorithms, with taking to account above, are introduced below as the
following methods:
1. Correlation method of the diagnostic parameters and machine state which is testing the
correlation of diagnostic parameters and machine state rj = r(W, yj) (alternatively with exploitation
time (rj = r((Θ, yj)). In case of lack of data from the W collection these are replaced with machine
exploitation time, on the assumption that indication of machine state diagnostic procedures is
realized in the period of normal utilization time. Then rj = r(Θ, yj); j=1,..., m; k=1,...,K (rj –
correlation factor between Θk∈(Θ1, Θb) (Θk – machine exploitation time) and yj).
2. Maximum information capacity of the diagnostic parameter method.
The aim of this method is to choose the parameter which provides the largest number of
information concerning machine state. The importance of the diagnostic parameter rises according
to its correlation with the machine state and correlation decreasing with other diagnostic
parameters. This correlation is shown in the shape of indicator of diagnostic parameter capacity hj,
which is modification of the indicator concerning the set of variables explaining econometric
model.
The advantage of the methods introduced above is the fact that they let choose from the set
of initial parameters both one-element as well as multi-element set of diagnostic parameters. Oneelement set concerns the case when machine is decomposed into the units and it is necessary to
choose only one diagnostic parameter. Multi-element set is received when more lenient limits
have been employed in the introduced procedures. By more lenient one should understand the
situation when parameters of bigger or smaller indicating value have been classified in the set of
diagnostic parameters, for which indicators value are higher (lower) in comparison to accepted for
high (low) numbers method.
The algorithm for indicating the optimal set of diagnostic parameters values is the following:
1. Data acquisition:
a) the set of diagnostic parameters values in the function of the machine time exploitation
{yj(Θk)}, gathered during the realization of passive-active experiment, where Θk∈(Θ1, Θb);
b) the set of diagnostic parameters: {yj(Θ1)} - nominal values, ,{yjg} - boundary values, j=1,
..., m
c) the set of machine states {Θk: {si}, k=1, …, K; i=1,…, I}, achieved during the realization
of passive-active experiment, where Θk∈(Θ1, Θb);
d) the cost of diagnostic parameters c(yj) = const.
2. Optimization of the set of diagnostic parameters values (only in the case of a large quantifity of
Y set, e.g. m>10). The set of diagnostic parameters is determined by means of:
a) correlation method of diagnostic parameters values and machine state (with exploitation
period, rj = r(W, yj), (rj = r((Θ, yj)):
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b) the method concerning the amount of information of diagnostic parameters about the
machine state:
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where: rj = r(W, yj); j=1,..., m - the factor of correlation between W (machine state) and yj
variables.
In case of lack of data from the W collection these are replaced with machine exploitation
time, on the assumption that the indication of the machine state procedures is realized in the period
of normal utilization time. Then rj = r(Θ, yj); j=1,..., m; k=1,...,K (rj – correlation factor between
Θk∈(Θ1, Θb) (Θk – machine exploitation time) and yj variables).
In order to choose the set of diagnostic parameters the weight values are used
a) computable weight :
1
w1j =
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b) the criterion of diagnostic parameter(s) choice here is maximum of the weight values w1j
and the choice of diagnostic parameters according to the described criterion.
c) in order to match the users preferences it is possible to introduce weights w2 (standard
values) from the (0,1) section and to choose diagnostic parameters according to the
described criterion.

3. Genesis of the machine state procedure
While discussing the problem of the machine state genesis, some genesis methods should not
be considered better than others. It all depends on the subject of the study and the aim of the
machine state genesis. While employing some criteria concerning [5,6,7,8,12]:
a) the character of the genesis (the value of the symptom genesis, the estimated machine state
in the past, the value of the past work or a different character of the machine state genesis),
b) the influence of the change of the machine exploitation conditions and the operational
activities on the machine exploitation attributes, which need to be considered while
choosing the genesis method,

c) genesis methods likely to be used (e.g. quality methods, modified trend extrapolation
methods and modified adaptation methods),
Algorithm of the machine state genesis method according to the estimation of the diagnostic
parameters value scheme includes the following elements:
1.The set of diagnostic parameters genesis {yj*}:
a) with help of diagnostics parameter yj* value approximation methods in time range (Θ1,Θb)
with approximation tolerance radius ra for “tolerance channel”;
b) by means of diagnostic parameter yj* interpolation in the time range (Θ1,Θb) with
approximation tolerance radius ra for “tolerance channel” using glued functions method 1,
2, 3 equation;
c) the choice of method according to nominal or maximal value of tolerance radius for
approximation or interpolation (machine tolerance eG).
2. Analysis of the cause of si(TLU) state:
a) the set {si (Θk), i=1,…, 1; k=1, …, K} presentation.
b) determination of the common point of the „tolerance channel” indicated by the tolerance
radius r*j= max (rja, rji) and the diagnostic parameter yj* boundary value at the moment
ΘS∈(Θ1,Θb) moment, which means that the reason for the localized state si was the
temporary appearance of that state in the time (Θ1,Θb);
c) defining more number of the common points of the “tolerance channel” indicated by the
tolerance radius r = max (ra, ri) and the diagnostic parameter yj* boundary values in the
moments Θs∈(Θ1,Θb) means that the cause of the localized state si was the rising
development of that state in the time (Θ1,Θb);
d) in case of lack of common points defining the minimal length of the “tolerance channel”
from the boundary value in the moment ΘS∈(Θ1,Θb), which means that the cause of the
localized state si was probably temporary incomplete appearance of that state in the (Θ1,Θb)
time;
e) analysis of identity of the set of states {si (Θk), k=1, …, K} and the localized by TLU of si
state for the determination of its appearance in the context of alternative common points or
minimal length of approaches.
4. The rules of making conclusion in the defining of the causes of machine incapacity
The analysis of the task demands in relation to state forecasting and next maintenance time
defining, occurred, that in the data base, beside sets of boundary, values, nominal values and
diagnostic parameters values registered during exploitation, rules for diagnostic conclusions are
necessary.
Analysis of the results of the research into methodology of machine state forecasting [11,12,13]
allows for formulation of the rules for conclusion of type “IF-THEN” or “IF-THEN-ELSE” in the
field of
a) optimization of diagnostic parameters;
b) machine state genesis.
For example for 6203 car bearing and for the internal combustion engines in Star 11422 cars
generated rules are as below:
1. Conclusion rules for 6203 bearing:
a) for diagnostics parameters Yo set optimization:
- if w1j ≥ 0,02 to yj ∈Yo,
- or if w1j = w1jmax to yj ∈Yo;
b) for the state genesis:
- if the set of probable bearing damage occurs, defining of the state of incapacity according

to the level of occurrence probability follows the p(si) ≥ 0,5 to si ∈ S rule,
- if there is no probable damage to bearing, defining the states of incapacity according to
the measure of exploitation: if Θi ≥ Θl to si (Θl)∈ S,
- if the mistake of the second degree approximation for the set Yo ≤ mistakes genesis
interpolation method of the first degree for the set Yo then the genesis method for the set
of values in the Yo set is the first degree interpolation method, or else the second degree
interpolation method,
- if the genesied diagnostic parameter distance yj ∈Y o with genesis mistake from boundary
parameter yj ∈Yo values is: d(yjg – value (yjG + rG) for yjG > yjG), d(value (yjg – (yjG – rG)
for yjG < yjG) than minimum value d(•) is the minimum distance dmin,
- if dmin = 0, than there is one common point with boundary value (number of [dmin] = 1), if
dmin < 0, than there is more than one common point for boundary value (number [dmin] >
1), if dmin > 0, than there is no common points with boundary values,
- if dmin = dmin (Θ (si)), than minimum value of dsmin = dmin occurred in state in ΘS∈(Θ1,Θb)
time, what means, that the reason of located state during si TLU test was the temporary
appearance of si state during (Θ1,Θb), in other case, dmin # dmin (Θ (si)), what means, that
the reason of si state ocured during TLU test, is impossible to explain,
- if the number [dsmin] > 1, it means that reason of located state si was caused by increasing
development in ΘS∈ (Θ1,Θb) time of si occurrence conditions (defined during TLU test),
- if dmin > 0 and there is no common point with boundary value, it means that most feasible
reason of located si state (defined during TLU test) was temporary, un full occurance of
that state in (Θ1,Θb) time;
2. The rules of meaking conclusions for Star 11422 car combustion engine:
a) for diagnostic parameters Yo set optimization:
- if w1j ≥ 0,07 then yj ∈Yo,
- or if w1j = w1jmax to yj ∈Y o;
b) for state genesis:
- if there is set of most feasible combustion engine break down for Star 11422, defining,
the set of its out of work states according to initial breakdown probability level rule: if
p(si) ≥ 0,5 than si ∈ S,
- if there is no set of most feasible Star 11422 combustion engine breakdown, defining the
set of its out of work states according to exploitation measure value: if Θi ≥ Θl than si
(Θl)∈ S,
- if the genesis approximation ,2 equate, method mistake for set Yo ≤ genesis mistake 1
equate for Yo set, then interpolation 1 equate is the genesis method for Yo set, in other
case, 2 equate approximation i the genesis method,
- if the approximation 2 equate genesis mistake for Yo set ≤ genesis method with 1 equate
interpolation for Yo set, than the 1 equate interpolation is the genesis method for Yo set
values, in other case 2 equate approximation is the method,
- if genesis diagnostic parameter yj∈Yo value distance with genesis mistake from
parameter yjg boundary value: (yjg – value (yjG + rG) for yjG > yjG), d(value (yjg – (yjG –
rG) for yjG < yjG) then the minimal distance dmin is the minimum value d(•),
- if dmin = 0, than tere is only one common point with boundary value (number of [dmin] =
1), if dmin < 0, then there is more then one common point with boundary value (number
[dmin] > 1), if dmin > 0, than there is no common points with boundary value,
- if dmin = dmin (Θ (si)) than minimum value dsmin = dmin occurred with state during
ΘS∈(Θ1,Θb), what means that temporary si state appearance in ΘS∈(Θ1,Θb) time was the
reason of occurred located si state TLU test, in other case dmin # dmin (Θ (si)) what means
that it is impossible to define reason of si state during TLU test,

- quantity [dsmin] >1 mean, that the increasing of si occurring conditions development
during ΘS∈ (Θ1,Θb) time was the reason of located si (defined during TLU test),
- if dmin > 0 and there is no common point with boundary value means, that temporary, un
full si located state occurring during (Θ1,Θb) time was the most feasible si located state
occurring (si defined during TLU test).
Presented making conclusion rules in range of machine state genesis, after suitable
verifications can be the base for dedicated machine state estimation application in on-line mode for
specific system or off-line mode for stationary system.
5. Conclusion
The above presentation of the vehicle state genesis procedure allows for the following
conclusions:
1.Presented procedures allow for defining optimal, according to the assumed, criterion:
a) the set of diagnostic parameters;
b) diagnostic parameter values genesis and estimation of the causes of the machine state;
2.Taking the above into consideration, in order to define the set of diagnostic parameters and
genesis the presented procedures may constitute the foundation for defining the rules of inference
in the fields:
a) defining the optimal set of diagnostic parameters;
b) estimation of diagnostic parameters values in the past and estimation of the cause of the
state of the object in the moment of testing.
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